B ey on d D eat h & R ein c ar n at ion
The Workshop

The Aft erlife & it s many Oc t aves
N ew Views on Immort alit y
When Ananda was a teenager, he was trained by the
Numinous Intelligences of the Emmanuel, and the
Umbrella Civilisations working beneath these
ultraterrestrial Light Beings.
He was trained in Out Of Body Experience (OBE)
work, where he was taken, on an almost daily basis,
through the various “afterlife” planes, where he had to
engage in work, for his training.
His ability to travel Out of his Body, came following a
NDE (Near Death Experience), when he was 15, which
opened up the contact; and by close encounters
with the UFO that followed.
The OBE would be engaged through hours
of deep meditation. This was often coupled
with ET-VR: Extra- Temporal Virtual Reality,
which was like an Augmented Reality
engaged by the UFO Intelligences living
computer systems and reality synthesizers. As
well as being taken into the UFO.
To help co-ordinate this, Ananda, was trained by
Emmanuel, in “Dream Yoga”, which assisted him in
unifying the OBE, Meditation, ET-VR, Remote Viewing,
being taken into the UFO, clairvoyance, dreaming and
lucid dreaming — into one interactive, cybernetic
canvas, acting as a spring board to the many realms
of being.

- Interacting with the Afterlife & Beyond

Drawing from this direct experience, Ananda will
reveal, as never before, details drawn from these
experiences, and methods to utilize by the individual.
This Weekend-Workshop encompasses and details the
following topics:

- Beyond Reincarnation: the 7 Brain Chakras in

∞

When: 28. & 29. April 2018
Times on both days: 13.00 - ca. 22.00 Uhr

∞

- What are ghosts?
- Detailing the 7 Planes of the Pass On & Beyond
- Beyond the 7 bodies, the 7 Planes & the 7 Lokas/

Talas & their correlation to the 7 Chakras & the 7
tones

- Do we really Die? Anthropic Implications of a
512- Dimensional Reality, and its parallel
Afterlifes

- Dream Yoga & the Ancestral & Numinous

Planes

-Interactivity of the UFO Intelligences with the
Afterlife Planes
- Beyond the Egyptian Book of the Dead: The Tuat &
the Hallway of Records

- Beyond Resurrection: Jesus the Shaman
- Beyond the Rainbow Body: Secrets of the Tibetan

Book of the Dead & its practical implications for the
deep personal practice in daily life
correlation to the 7 Streams of Consciousness in our
Life & Being & amazing clinical research showing
who we really are…

- Compassionate love in action - The Exercise

∞
Registration Contact: sim1wsr@posteo.de

Where: The Seminar takes place in
Mein Schlosshotel, Gut Restaurant
Frankfurter Straße 9, 63150 Heusenstamm
info@meinschlosshotel.eu / Tel.: +49 6104 / 600 55-0 Room bookings please directly in the hotel!

